
Tax Code Splits

Tax code splits are normally associated with nanny share 
situations (see Factsheet: Nannyshares).

What happens when the tax code is 
split?
The government’s tax free allowance is the amount all  
UK employees can earn before they must start paying tax. 
The amount of the tax free allowance sets the standard 
tax code as shown below:

Tax year Tax Free 
Allowance

Standard 
Tax Code 

Weekly 
Threshold

2012/13 £8105 810T £155

Tax is applied to all earnings over the tax free allowance. 
Splitting the tax code means proportionately splitting 
the tax free allowance between all the employers the 
employee has, according to the time they work for them. 
For example, if a nanny works for 2 employers for half of 
the week each, then her tax code would be split 50/50. 
On the tax code 810T each employer would pay tax for 
the nanny on anything she earned (with that employer) 
over £4052.50.

What happens when the tax code 
isn’t split?
If the tax code isn’t split it means that the first employer 
gets the benefit of the nanny’s full tax free allowance. 
Using the same example of the nanny working for two 
employers for half of the week each; with employer 1 
she would be on a the standard 810T tax code and this 
employer would only start paying tax on her earnings over 
£8105. With employer 2 she would be on a basic rate tax 
code and this employer must start paying tax from the 
very first penny the nanny earns working for them.

When to split the tax code (net salary 
agreements)
At Nannytax we don’t advise agreeing a salary in net (see 
Factsheet: Net vs Gross Wage). But if a net salary has 
been agreed by both families in the share, splitting the 
tax code is a way of ensuring that each family benefits 
from a fair total cost by allocating a proportionate share 
of the nanny’s tax free allowance, as shown in the table 
below (which assumes a 50/50 split):

Net agreement without splitting the code

Family 1 Family 2 Total
Tax Code 810T BR
Nanny’s net £250pw £250pw £500pw
Nanny’s Tax £27.80 £68.20 £96.00
Nanny’s NI £17.97 £23.48 £41.45
Nanny’s gross £295.77 £341.68 £637.45
Em NI £20.95 £27.28 £48.23

Total Cost £316.72 £238.96 £685.70

Net agreement and splitting the code

Family 1 Family 2 Total
Tax Code 410T 410T
Nanny’s net £250pw £250pw £500pw
Nanny’s Tax £48.00 £48.00 £96.00
Nanny’s NI £20.73 £20.73 £41.46
Nanny’s gross £318.73 £318.73 £637.46
Em NI £24.12 £24.12 £48.24
Total Cost £342.85 £342.85 £685.70

Splitting the code or not doesn’t affect what the nanny 
takes home as a net has been agreed so this figure is fixed 
– if the code isn’t split what will fluctuate is the nanny’s 
gross and the employer’s total cost.

When the tax code doesn’t have to be 
split (gross salary agreements)
If both families have agreed the salary in gross it’s not 
necessary to split the tax code. This is because the 
nanny’s gross salary and therefore employer’s total cost 
is fixed – the fluctuating element here is the tax. Without 
splitting all that’s happening is that employer 1 is paying 
more to the nanny and less to HMRC and vice versa for 
employer 2. By splitting they are each paying the same to 
both the nanny and HMRC. In both cases the nanny takes 
home the same amount.

Gross agreement without splitting the code

Family 1 Family 2 Total
Tax Code 810T BR
Nanny’s gross £250pw £250pw £500pw
Nanny’s Tax £18.80 £50.00 £68.80
Nanny’s NI £12.48 £12.48 £24.96
Em NI £14.63 £14.63 £29.26
Total Cost £264.63 £264.63 £529.96
Nanny’s net £218.78 £187.52 £406.24

Gross agreement and splitting the code

Family 1 Family 2 Total
Tax Code 405T 405T
Nanny’s gross £250pw £250pw £500pw
Nanny’s Tax £34.40 £34.40 £68.80
Nanny’s NI £12.48 £12.48 £24.96
Em NI £14.63 £14.63 £29.26
Total Cost £264.63 £264.63 £529.96
Nanny’s net £203.32 £203.32 £406.24

* The figures in the above four tables are calculated using 
tax year 2012/13 Tax and NI thresholds.
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This information is provided by Nannytax as guidance for inhouse use only by nanny agencies. Agencies may view and download Nannytax’s materials for reference in their agency dealings with their clients and 
nannies but material should not be distributed to nanny employers or nannies. The copyright, trademark or other notices contained in the original material must be kept on anything downloaded and should not be 
altered in any way. This material should not be reproduced or altered without the prior written consent of Nannytax and material should not be used in a misleading context. Every effort has been taken to ensure 
this information is accurate and up to date however, Nannytax will not be held responsible for any loss, damage or inconvenience caused as a result of any inaccuracy, error or omission.

This factsheet was last updated in December 2012.
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Tax Code Splits

Nanny’s approval required
Some families in a share really want to split the nanny’s 
tax code, regardless of whether they have a gross or 
net wage agreement. Splitting the code is actually very 
straightforward and at Nannytax we would be able to 
organise this with no problems. But the nanny’s consent is 
required. Both employers would have to provide us with 
written details for the share so we could write to the 
nanny outlining the arrangement. If she is happy for her 
salary to be processed in this way our specialist at HMRC 
can issue split codes within 2 working days.

NB. It’s tempting for share families to just register 
with HMRC as one employer with the second family 
paying their share to the family who has registered. 
For several reasons it is highly advisable for 
both families in the share to register as separate 
employers with HMRC (see Factsheet: Nannyshares).

QUICK FACTS
1. The standard tax code refers to the employee’s 

tax free allowance

2. Splitting the code means splitting the 
allowance proportionately between employers

3. To split the code the nanny’s approval is 
required

4. The tax code cannot be split retrospectively

5. The tax code should be split when both 
employers have agreed a net salary with the 
nanny

6. When a gross salary has been agreed by both 
employers it is not necessary to split the tax 
code (but it still can be)

7. Agreeing a gross salary is always advisable


